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I have to get a couple of these points down 'cause it's just not right not to. Before you start saying "I 
know this already," and "Punnett square," let me say flatly: no you probably don't. No student I met in 
25 years understood what follows before I taught it to them, and every one of them said "I know this 
already" first. Forget the square and take this slow. 
 
1. PAIRING AND ALLELES 
 
You have 46 chromosomes in each cell (not counting your gametes). But they are in pairs. What does 
that mean? 
 
It does not mean joined in that familiar X-shape. Most of the time your chromosomes do not look like 
that, and that is not a chromosome pair. It's a brief situation associated with replication and cell division, 
and has nothing do with pairing. The people who illustrate chromosomes for you should never depict 
them like that; they only do it because that's the only time the chromosomes are visible under the 
microscope. So a minor artifact of physical necessity has created a monster of everyone thinking these 
two things (sister chromatids) are the chromosome pair. 
 
No. The two chromosomes of the pair are not attached, and never attach. They are two of the 46, and 
that is all, floating and twining and being active completely physically separately. During chromosomal 
replication and cell division, each makes its own X-shape and again, that is nothing to do with what I'm 
talking about here. 
 
The important thing about the pairs is that each member of a pair has the same genes running down its 
length, including the same introns (non-genes) too, in the same places. The word "homologous" has a 
special meaning here, meaning partnered in this fashion I'm talking about. 
 
By "same," I do not mean identical in details. Name any gene you want located in some chromosome, 
call it "gene Zork," and you'll find gene Zork in the same location in that chromosome's partner in the 
pair. But over in that chromosome, what gene Zork is doing may not be the same – it may feature a 
slightly different composition of nucleic acids. 
 
Those two versions of gene Zork are called alleles. Obviously, for every gene, you personally have two 
alleles, because instead of 46 totally unique chromosomes, you have 23 pairs as described above. 
(Minor complication for mammals: males have only one X chromosome, and thus only one allele per 
gene for that chromosome alone. Switch that for the h chromosome of female birds.) Again, don't be 
distracted by the familiar notation like "Aa" – it does not mean the two alleles are physically attached. It 
means gene Zork on one chromosome of the pair says "A," and gene Zork on the other chromosome of 
the pair, floating around separately way over there, says "a." 
 
Got it? We talk about two alleles for a single gene (hence AA, Aa, aa, from Mendel) because you have a 
double set of chromosomes. You could get by just fine on one set, called haploid, and in fact, plenty of 
creatures do this. But we are diploid, with 23 chromosomes floating free along with 23 corresponding 
partner chromosomes, also floating free.  
 
 



2. ALLELES IN THE POPULATION 
Just because you can only have two alleles for a given gene, whether the same or different, doesn't 
mean there's necessarily two alleles available to your whole species. There might be only one, in which 
case every single person has two of that one allele, done. Or there might be more than one, as is quite 
often the case.  
 
Again: the actual number of available alleles – regarding a given gene – across every member of a given 
species is its own completely independent variable. 
 
An easy example is blood type, affected by three available alleles for a particular gene, again, for which 
you only have two including the possibility of duplication. The alleles are called a, b, and I. Hence your 
blood-type alleles for your specific combo for this gene are aa, bb, ii, ab, ai, or bi. [Special aggravating 
detail: the notation for blood type alleles was invented independently of Mendel's method, which 
conserves the letter as in A, a, a-prime, and no one ever bothered to resolve that.] 
 
Most genes have more than two available alleles out there across a species' population. Three or four is 
common. And shockingly, regarding your MHC complex (the proteins involved in specific immunity), 
there are over a hundred genes scattered around your chromosomes … and across the human 
population, over one hundred alleles per gene. That's why the single most individualized thing about you 
is your MHC complex. 
 
Ask any questions about this stuff in the comments. 


